
COT5520: COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRYHomework # 4
Due date: De 4, 2008, Thursday (beginning of the lass)Your solutions should be onise, but omplete, and typed (or handwritten learly). Feel freeto onsult textbooks, journal and onferene papers and also eah other, but write the solutionsyourself and ite your soures. Answer only five of the following six questions. Eah problemis worth 20 pts.1. Let P be a �nite set of points in the plane and H the dual set of lines. Translate the followingstatements about P to statements about H.(i) No three points of P lie on a ommon line.(ii) The point p ∈ P is a vertex of the onvex hull.(iii) P has a subset of k points in onvex position.(iv) P is ontained in a strip bounded by two parallel lines at unit distane from eah other.2. A k-oloring of a line arrangement is a map χ from the set of faes to {1, 2, . . . , k} suh that

χ(f) 6= χ(g) if f 6= g share a ommon edge.

Figure 1: A 4-oloring of an arrangement of 5 lines.(i) What is the smallest k suh that every line arrangement has a k-oloring?(ii) Whih line arrangements are 2-olorable?(iii) Draw a 2-olorable line arrangement for whih the ratio of the number of faes of oneolor over the number of faes of the other olor is as large as you an manage. Whatratio do you get?3. Let H be a set of n lines in general position. Consider the graph whose nodes are the vertiesand whose ars are the bounded edges in the arrangement A(H). Desribe an algorithm thattakes time O(n2) and spae O(n) to ompute the x-monotone path with the largest numberof ars.



4. Let S be a set of n line segments in the plane. A stabber is a line h that intersets allsegments of S.(i) Give an O(n2) algorithm to deide whether or not S has a stabber.(ii) Now assume that all line segments are vertial. Give a randomized algorithm with O(n)expeted running time that deides whether S has a stabber.5. Let I
3 = [0, 1] × [0, 1] × [0, 1] be the unit ube in R

3 and onsider a triangulation K of I
3whose only verties are the 8 orner points of the ube.(a) Show that every suh K has at most 6 tetrahedra.(b) Show that every suh K has at least 5 tetrahedra.() Two triangulations K1 and K2 are isomorphi if ∃ a bijetion β : Vertices(K1) →

Vertices(K2) suh that ConvHull(T) ∈ K1 i� ConvHull(β(T)) ∈ K2. Enumerate allpairwise non-isomorphi triangulations of unit ube (with no Steiner points).6. Let A, B, C, and D be four non-overlapping disks suhthat A and B, B and C, C and D, and D and A are tangentto eah other. Prove that these four tangeny points areo-irular.
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